Determination of causal-effect relationships can be a difficult task even in the analysis of time series. This is particularly true in the case of complex, nonlinear systems affected by significant levels of noise. Causality can be modelled as a flow of information between systems, allowing to better predict the behaviour of a phenomenon on the basis of the knowledge of the one causing it. Therefore, information theoretic tools, such as the transfer entropy, have been used in various disciplines to quantify the causal relationship between events. In this paper, Transfer Entropy is applied to determining the information relationship between various phenomena in Tokamaks. The proposed approach provides unique insight about information causality in difficult situations, such as the link between sawteeth and ELMs and ELM pacing experiments. The application to the determination of disruption causes, and therefore to the classification of disruption types, looks also very promising. The obtained results indicate that the proposed method can provide a quantitative and statistically sound criterion to address the causal-effect relationships in various difficult and ambiguous situations if the data is of sufficient quality.
These considerations are particularly relevant to Nuclear Fusion, given the complexity of the experiments, the strongly nonlinear character of many plasma aspects and the high level of noise and uncertainties in the measurements. Indeed, in many aspects of high temperature plasma physics, the strength of the causal relationships remain a matter of debate and is not fully quantified. This is due to the complexity of present day devices and the poor separability of the various aspects of high temperature plasmas. These characteristics of modern Tokamaks make sometimes very difficult or impossible to address all causal relationships with dedicated, fully controlled experiments. A statistical analysis becomes therefore indispensable. On the other hand, up to now no statistically sound causality criterion has been available to assess the cause-effect relations, which have been derived typically from temporal correlations and theoretical models. Of course, these criteria have their drawbacks and are prone to bias and misinterpretation.
In this work, a practical, information theoretic approach to the determination of causality is adopted. It is based on the definition of causality introduced by Wiener [1] , which, even if very vague, was the first one susceptible of being computationally measured.
The main idea is that, given two measurements, if it is possible to better predict the first given the knowledge of the past of the second, then the second can be considered causal to the first.
This restricted sense of causality, based on predictability, was adopted by Granger, who proposed a practical way of calculating it [2] . This Granger Causality has been applied successfully in many fields, ranging from economics to climatology and the neurosciences.
On the other hand, Granger Causality was traditionally measured assuming a linear regression model, which is certainly too restrictive for the investigation of strongly nonlinear systems. In this paper, the same definition of causality, as incremental predictability, is adopted but it is implemented using a non-parametric, nonlinear indicator, called Transfer Entropy [3] . Transfer Entropy (TE) is an information theoretic functional of probability distribution functions and measures the exchange of information between signals. TE has been explicitly conceived to analyse time series and investigate their causal relationship on the basis of predictability and information transfer. Its application to Fusion seems quite promising, since time series are the typical output of measurements in all devices. Moreover, given the poor accessibility of high temperature laboratory plasmas and the high level of noise, many aspects of their physics would certainly benefit from a better understanding of causal relations, particularly in the fields of instabilities and disruptions. Indeed, in many cases, the non-linear phase and interactions between various plasma instabilities have not been fully understood. In some instances, such as the sequence of events leading to disruptions, the practical importance of such investigations can be of extremely high value.
With regard to the structure of the paper, next Section provides the mathematical background to the main criterion used in the paper, Transfer Entropy. The main properties of TE are described with the help of a few numerical examples also in Section 2. As experimental examples to illustrate the potential of the technique, TE has been applied to the relation between sawteeth and Edge Localised Modes (ELMs) and to the investigation of the efficiency of pellet ELM pacing (see Section 3). In Section 4, a potential application to the classification of disruption types is described. Conclusions and discussion of possible future and systematic applications are the subject of the last Section of the paper.
2Transfer Entropy: mathematical background and numerical examples
In this Section, the basic mathematical and information theoretic background of Transfer Entropy is introduced first (subsection 2.1); then some numerical examples to illustrate the potential of the indicator are reported (subsection 2.2).
Transfer Entropy: information theoretical background
A good starting point to introduce Transfer Entropy is the Kullback Entropy (KE). The KE is defined as:
Where p and q are two probability density functions (pdfs). The Kullback Entropy assumes always positive values and is zero only when the two pdfs, p and q, are exactly the same. Therefore the smaller the KE is, the closer the pdf q(i) is to the reference one p(i). So KE can also be thought as the error committed by approximating pdf p with pdf q. In information theoretical terms, the KE can be interpreted as the excess number of bits that have to be coded if a different pdf q(i) is used instead of p(i).
The KE can also be expressed in terms of conditional probabilities p (i | j):
The mutual information M IJ between two processes I and J can also be interpreted as the excess of code required if one assumes erroneously that the two systems are independent.
The corresponding M IJ can be defined as:
Again, complementary to the interpretation in terms of additional code required, the M IJ can also be considered the error committed by considering independent pdfs which are not. The mutual information is a symmetric quantity and therefore cannot provide any information about directionality. On the other hand, M IJ can be given a direction by introducing a time lag t between the processes:
This last step suggests that, in order to obtain information about the dynamical structure of the processes, one can reformulate the previous quantities in terms of transition probabilities instead of static probabilities. To this end, the formalism of Markov processes is the most natural and useful to adopt. For words of length k, using the synthetic notation
The entropy rate is the most fruitful quantity to extend to two processes for the study of causal relationships. This can be achieved by measuring the deviation from the generalised Markov property:
The main idea behind relation (7) is that, if there is no flow of information from J to I, the state of J should have no influence on the transition probabilities of I. The level of inadequacy of this assumption can be quantified with a generalization of the Kullback Entropy, called the Transfer Entropy (TE) and defined as:
TE is the main tool used in this paper for the assessment of causality, intended as flow of information to improve predictability. TE can be used basically in two different ways. In the case of various time series, whose relationship is not known, TE can help determining the flow of information and therefore causal dependencies. In the case the cause-effect relation between two signals is already known, TE can help determining the length in time over which this relation lasts; this can be achieved by scanning parameters l and k in equation (8) . Both applications are exemplified with numerical examples in the next subsection and with experimental data in the rest of the paper. A full mathematical derivation of the TE is provided in [3] and the references therein.
2.2Transfer Entropy: numerical examples
In this Section, three numerical examples are reported to show how TE can be applied directly to time sequences affected by noise. The effect on sequence I of sequence J, containing signal components causing I, is quantified. The first numerical example is meant to illustrate the potential of TE to identify the signals having a causal influence on I, among a series of potential candidates. The other two examples show the capability of TE to determine the time interval over which the causal influence can be considered effectively active.
As mentioned, the first test illustrates the potential of TE to detect the causal relationships between a series of potential candidates. To this end, the time sequence I is built as the sum of f 1 (t) and f 2 (t), both delayed by 6 sampling intervals. On the other hand, f 3 (t) is a sequence, which has no causal relationship with the time sequence I, even if it is sampled at the same frequency and over the same time interval. As shown in Figure 1 , TE identifies the right causal dependencies for f 1 (t) and f 2 (t), and finds no relation in the case of f 3 (t).
The second test has been performed computing twenty one time sequences of functions having a trapezoidal shape; then each synthetic signal has been used as the argument of a sinusoidal function with a delay of = 6 . Finally a random 5% uniform noise has been added on each couple of time sequences and the TE computed. Figure 2 shows the results where the brighter the colour, the higher the transfer entropy. It is evident that the delay has been detected correctly.
To conclude the section, a last example is reported to verify the applicability of the methodology to spiky signals. Since, in the analysis of real experiments, TE will be applied to signals related to instabilities, which can present quite abrupt variations, it has been double- performed with synthetic data is reported in Figure 3 . A series of triangularly shaped pulses, each with different slope and height, has been generated first, simulating the I signal (red triangles in Figure 3 ). Then a lower number of triangularly shaped pulses has also been generated, to simulate the signal J (blue triangle in Figure 3 ). Then, for each spike in the J signal, a corresponding spike on I has been generated after a temporal lag of = 14 .
Finally, a random uniform noise has been added. To improve the readability of Figure 3 , the amplitude of each peak is one thousand times the noise, but the same results have been obtained using a signal to noise ratio of ten.
The test reported has been performed using twenty couples of time sequences each having a different time length.The results have been obtained computing the mean of TE for each lag unit among all the couples and then considering the maximum obtained. The results indicate clearly that the ratio
.5 and that TE has a maximum at =14dt, confirming that TE can identify both the real causal relationship and the right lag time also for this type of signals. The identified lag time versus the number of samples is reported in Figure 4 .
3Application to ELMs and ELM pacing with pellets
In this section, the potential of TE to help in the assessment of causal relationships in actual experiments is illustrated. The examples chosen involve instabilities, their relations and their control. The first example is an assessment of the number of ELMs triggered by sawteeth in a couple of representative discharges of JET with the new ILW (Section 3.1). The second is a synchronization experiment, the attempt of pacing ELMs in JET discharges with the ILW using a train of pellets (Section 3.2).
ELMs induced by Sawteeth
ELMs are instabilities that almost invariantly affect H mode plasmas, causing a reduction of the energy confinement through deterioration of the edge transport barrier [4] .
This sudden degradation of the confinement at the edge induces an expulsion of energy and matter from the plasma on a sub millisecond time scale, which can result in unacceptable erosion of the plasma facing components in the divertor. In any case, ELMs determine a reduction of temperature and density at the edge that sometimes can propagate also into the central region of the plasma column, making quite complex the analysis of their interactions with other instabilities (see later). ELMs are typically detected by the bursts of D a caused by the influx of deuterium following the increased plasma wall interactions due to the instability (see Figure 5 ).
In many operational conditions, Tokomak plasmas are also subject to periodic relaxation events in the core. Since they typically induce sawtooth like oscillations of the electron temperature, density and the SXR, they are called sawteeth. The collapse of the temperature and density in the core is believed to be a consequence of reconnection events and presents an m=1, n=1 structure. This reconnection causes a release of energy and matter from the plasma centre, which propagates outwards and induces an inverted behaviour in the kinetic quantities in the outer region of the plasma column (see Figure 5 ). This energy ejected from the core can trigger ELMs. This aspect has been studied in the past following the propagation of the heat pulse travelling toward the edge [5] . Such a type of analysis can become difficult in case not enough lines of sight are available and\or the signals are affected by high levels of noise. On the other hand, no unique criterion has been devised to determine whether indeed certain ELMs have been induced by sawteeth. Typically only the proximity in time of the two events has been considered as enough evidence to determine a relation of cause and effect. TE can be profitably used and contribute to determining the causal relation between sawteeth and ELMs. In particular, they can help in determining, on a statistical basis, which is a reasonable interval over which it can be expected that sawteeth can trigger ELMs.
For example, referring to Figure 6 , the following TE have been calculated: between a central SXR channel and D a , between a SXR at mid radius and D a and between the two SRX channels. The lag times between the maximum of TE for these signals are reported in Figure   6 . The results are coherent and reveal the potential of TE. Indeed the lag time between the central SXR line of sight and the D a is about twice as long as the one between the mid radius SXR channel and D a . The time lag value of 10ms is also coherent with the heat flux transport for these JET plasmas. The calculated lag time indicates that the interval over which it is reasonable to assume that the sawteeth can trigger the ELMs and therefore allows to focussing the attention on the particular events, which satisfy this temporal constraint. 
Synchronization: assessing the effectiveness of ELM pacing with pellets
Synchronization is the coordination of events to operate as a timely organised entity.
Synchronization may present a variety of forms depending on the nature of the interacting systems and of the coupling scheme. Traditionally it has been a subject of engineering and technological developments for centuries. Today, synchronization can take place on a global scale through the GPS-enabled timekeeping systems. Recently synchronization has been studied also in the context of natural events and even chaotic systems [6] . Synchronization of chaos is a phenomenon that may occur when two, or more, dissipative systems are coupled.
Because of the exponential divergence of their nearby trajectories, chaotic systems evolving in synchrony might appear surprising. However, synchronization of coupled or driven chaotic oscillators is a phenomenon well established experimentally and reasonably well understood theoretically. Synchronization of chaos is a rich phenomenon and a multi-disciplinary discipline with a broad range of applications [6] .
Various statistical investigations of ELMs instabilities have reported contrasting results about their properties; some studies have detected a quasi-periodic behaviour, some a chaotic one and recently evidence of quasi chaotic ELMs has also emerged [7, 8] . Irrespective of their dynamic nature, in the perspective of ITER and DEMO it is imperative to control ELMs carefully, to alleviate their detrimental effects on the plasma facing components in the divertor. Therefore, since a long time, various methods to control the ELMs have been proposed and tested in experiments. One of the most promising is pacing of ELMs with pellets. The long term aim of this approach would consist of being able to trigger ELMs with pellets, whose frequency could be adjusted so that the gradients at the edge would not increase, between two subsequent ELMs, to the point of causing excessive expulsion of energy and matter, capable of damaging the plasma facing components. Unfortunately, injecting pellets typically result on JET in the modification of the edge parameters, therefore complicating the evaluation of the actual triggering effects of the ELMs [9] .
Thus one of the main issues with the interpretation of pellet pacing experiments is the evaluation of which ELMs are indeed been triggered by pellets. Indeed, since ELMs are quasi periodic in nature, after any pellet, if enough time is allowed to elapse, an ELM always occurs. To evaluate the effectiveness of the pellet triggering, it is therefore essential to determine a maximum time over which the pellets can really have a triggering capability. On JET, from basic physical reasons, it has always been assumed that a pellet can trigger an ELM only if the time between the two events is less or equal to 2 ms. In order to test this working hypothesis, TE has been applied to a set of 12 JET pulses, devoted explicitly to The first interesting results emerging from the proposed analysis is that not all discharges show the same behaviour. Therefore assuming a single time interval of 2 ms, for calculating the number of ELMs triggered by pellets, does not seem completely adequate.
Indeed, TE shows at least two main types of trend in the set of discharges investigated. The first case is the easiest to interpret and it is exemplified in Figure 8 , left hand plot, for shot number 84692. In this case, the TE tends to increase slightly for very short time lags, reaches a constant levels and then decreases quite sharply for higher lag times. This is a typical behaviour of dynamical systems; the triggering event has a significant influence for specific window of opportunity, outside which it becomes quickly ineffective. Pellets seem to behave in a similar way. In a short time interval, they have the largest probability of triggering an ELM collapse. This probability then decays rapidly when pellet reach the plasma too far away from the completion of the natural cycle of the ELMs. Moreover, if pellets arrive to close to the end of the natural ELM cycle they are less effective in influencing their dynamics. The behaviour just described is shown by discharges 84688, 84690, 84692, 84693, 84694, whose TE presents a time evolution very similar to the representative example of the left plot of Figure 8 . The triggering efficiency, defined as the interval for successful triggering of the ELMs, can be calculated as the time point when the TE decays to 95% of its peak value. With this definition, the triggering efficiency for these discharges is reported in Table I , where the results assuming an average triggering time of 2.94 ± 0.74~3 is also reported for comparison, as well as the results for the fixed triggering time of 2ms,which is usually used in JET for this kind of analysis.
The second typical behaviour consists of a continuous decrease of the TE for increasing lag times. This case is shown graphically in the right plot of Figure 7 for the typical case of discharge 82889 exhibiting this phenomenology. For this typology of the same triggering interval cannot be used for all discharges is a quite robust evidence, also in line with intuition. The 2 ms interval previously assumed is a surprisingly good estimate on average but should be particularised for each discharge. Indeed, assuming a fixed 2 ms interval, the actual triggering efficiency can be either overestimated or underestimated. This can lead to misleading interpretation of actions taken in the experiments, which can be wrongly assumed to have the opposite effect on the triggering efficiency than the real one.
Even if, as mentioned, a larger set of discharges will be necessary to fully evaluate the effectiveness of the pellets some preliminary conclusions can be attempted by inspection of Tables III and IV , which summarise the characteristics of the pellets injected in the discharges considered n the present analysis. The main consistent difference between the two sets of pulses is the pellet speed. Pellets with lower speed, of the order of 80 m/s, seems to trigger ELMs more reliably. According to the criterion of the TE lag time, slow pellets trigger ELMs in 20.4% of the cases whereas fast pellets only in 14.5% of the cases in which pellets really reach the plasma.
Application to technical causes of disruptions
Disruptions were observed first in the toroidal machine TM-2 [11] and remain the most dangerous instability in Tokamaks. These events consist of a loss of stability and confinement, which causes the abrupt termination of the discharge with a sudden drop of the plasma current [12] .
The operational causes of disruptions have been a subject of intense investigation for many years and the importance of the subject is increasing with the size of the devices. In addition to trying to explore operational regimes less prone to disruptions, various data driven approaches have been developed to predict the occurrence of disruptions with sufficient warning time to undertake mitigation actions [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . These data driven tools have proved to be very successful and one, called APODIS, is now run routinely in JET real time network.
On the other hand, the main limitation of these statistical predictors in the past was the need for a very high number of examples for their training. To overcome this drawback, in the last years more advanced predictors, which require a minimum of training examples and even anomaly detectors, which can learn during a single discharges, have been developed. On the contrary, theoretical models have been so far significantly less accurate in properly predicting the occurrence of disruptions, due to the complexity of the phenomenon and the lack of suitable measurements [19] . This of course is a significant weakness in the perspective of the next generation of devices, because the extrapolation capability of data driven predictor is not clear. To improve the understanding of disruptions and to bridge the gap between data driven and physics driven predictors, significant efforts have been devoted in the past years to the classification of disruption types [14] . Indeed, it is quite clear that disruptions are not all the same and present differences both in their root causes and evolution. Their potential harm to the machine can also be quite different depending on the disruption type. On the other hand, since it is the loss of vertical control which causes the termination of these discharges.
To show the potential of the TE to help in determining the most probable causes of disruptions, we have therefore investigated the causal correlation of the plasma density (PDENS), total radiated power (TRPWR) and plasma's vertical geometrical position (ZCC) with the signal usually considered an indicator of a disruption, the mode lock (ML) time sequence. Density limit and excessive radiated power are indeed two of the main possible For the sake of comparison, the second case analysed is the disruptions caused by having reached a density limit. The transfer entropy has been studied for a set of pulses showing this type of disruption. The ratios between their TE and the previous one, considered
as an "unaffected" background, have been reported in Fig. 10 .As can be seen, the maximum ratio has been observed for the physical quantity identified as the cause for the sudden loss of confinement; in other words in Fig. 10 the plasma density is the time sequence having the maximum values of the TE with the locked mode signal.
In Figure 10 the blue curve shows how the TE, computed between the density and the locked mode signals, in a time span equal to 1s before the disruption, reaches eight times the value of the TE in the ERFA's case, where density has been demonstrated not to be the physical quantity associated with the mechanisms causing the disruption. The analogous ratio for the radiated power is shown in green.
In conclusion, the TE has been able to identify the signals representing the physical reasons believed to be at the basis of the two classes of disruptions studied.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, an information theoretic approach, considering causality as incremental predictability, has been used to determine the relation of cause and effect between time series.
The approach relies on an indicator, Transfer Entropy, which can be easily calculated and With regard to future developments, first it should be mentioned that the application of this tool to Tokamak physics seems quite promising. Indeed, traditionally in many cases the causal relationship between time series is determined by simple visual inspection of the signals and the determination of time proximity of events. In other applications, such as ELM triggering, it is also necessary to make recourse to not well-founded simplistic hypotheses.
All these methods are quite prone to errors and misinterpretations. Therefore, a communication theoretic tool, based on sound statistical principles, is expected to have significant potential. It could indeed be used to consolidate preliminary investigations, to critically test working hypotheses and to address completely new issues. Among the various potential applications, the investigation of the disruption causes seems particularly relevant.
The present investigations of this very important aspect has been limited so far by some weaknesses that TE could help to alleviate. First, the choice of the most significant signals for disruption prediction on JET has been based on empirical considerations without solid statistical basis. In this perspective, TE could be usefully deployed to identify the most appropriate signals to include in disruption predictors. TE could also play a role on the assessment of the quality of various mitigation strategies. With regard to disruption avoidance, the contribution of TE could be even more fundamental, since the investigation of the best strategies to reduce the percentage of disruptions is even less mature than prediction for mitigation.
The other main application of TE previously discussed, the determination of the length in time over which a causal relationship is valid, is probably the most original aspect of the paper. TE could find applications also in the study of other ELM pacing and control systems, to better evaluate their effectiveness and to interpret their results. In any case, for this quite difficult problem, complementary approaches should also be developed [20] . TE could also be used to investigate other phenomena, for example the LH transition as suggested in [21] . 
